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Hypothesis

Protein adsorption is highly relevant in numerous applications ranging from

food processing to medical implants. In this context, it is important to gain a

deeper understanding of protein-protein and protein-surface interactions. Thus,

the focus of this investigation is on the interplay of bulk properties and surface

properties on protein adsorption. It was hypothesised that the type of solvent

and ions in solution should in�uence the protein's bulk and interface behaviour.

Experiments

The phase behaviour of beta-lactoglobulin with lanthanum chloride (LaCl3)

and iodide (LaI3) in H2O and D2O was established via optical microscopy and

ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy. The formation of an adsorption layer and its

properties such as thickness, density, structure and hydration was investigated

via neutron re�ectivity, quartz-crystal microbalance with dissipation, and infra-

red measurements.

Findings

Beta-lactoglobulin does not show any anion-induced or isotope-induced e�ects -

neither in bulk nor at the solid-liquid interface, which deviates strongly from the

behaviour of bovine serum albumin. Therefore, we also provide a comprehensive

discussion and comparison of protein-speci�c bulk and interface behaviour be-

tween bovine serum albumin and beta-lactoglobulin dependent on anion, cation,

solvent and substrate properties. These �ndings pave the way for understanding

the transition from adsorption to crystallisation.

Keywords: anion, isotope, bulk, adsorption, wetting, QCM-D, NR 1

1ATR-FTIR - attenuated total re�ectance Fourier-transform infra-red spectroscopy, BLG -
beta-lactoglobulin, BSA - bovine serum albumin, c∗ - boundary between regime I and II, c∗∗

- boundary between regime II and III, cp - protein concentration, cs - salt concentration, d -
adsorbed protein layer thickness, λ - wavelength, NR - neutron re�ectivity, QCM-D - quartz
crystal microbalance with dissipation, qz - momentum transfer, θ - incident angle, UV-vis -
ultraviolet-visible
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Figure 1: Graphical Abstract

1. Introduction

The human body is composed of roughly 16 % of proteins [1] and has to

ingest ideally 180 g per day of dietary proteins to allow proper body function

[2, 3]. In Central European countries, these dietary proteins originate to 28 %

from meat and meat products, 28 % from milk and dairy products, 3 % from5

�sh, 3 % from eggs and the rest is of plant origin [4, 5].

The major protein component of bovine whey is beta-lactoglobulin (BLG)

[6]. The physiological concentration of BLG in cow milk varies between 4 to

20 mg/ml [7]. The main function of BLG is not yet fully established, but it was

found to bind and transport small hydrophobic ligands e.g. vitamin D, choles-10

terol, retinol, and fatty acids [8, 6, 9, 10, 7]. Consequently, it contributes to the

milk fatty acid metabolism [7], enzyme regulation, and neonatal acquisition of

passive immunity [6]. Its antioxidant properties are a health bene�t, especially,

for milk consumers [11].

On the one hand, BLG does not occur in human milk [12], and it is not15

surprisingly the most common source for food allergies and (milk) intolerances

in humans [13]. On the other hand, it can be used as a natural carrier for e.g.

nutraceuticals due to its naturally abundance, biodegradability, and biocom-
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patibility [14]. It allows the enrichment of food with nutrients through protein

encapsulation, protein-based emulsions or cross-linked hydro-gels [14, 15, 16].20

Due to its resistance to acid proteases [17] and gastric digestion in vivo

[18], BLG stays intact after passing the stomach. This property is not only

utilised for incorporation and delivery of nutraceuticals [15], but also for drug

delivery [19, 14]. Protein-based drug delivery systems enable the transport of

otherwise poorly water soluble drugs [20] such as Feno�brate, Theophylline or25

Sulfamethoxazole [21, 16]. Importantly in this context, BLG can crystallise un-

der certain conditions [22]. This facilitates new possibilities for drug puri�cation

and stabilisation through the usage of proteins [23]. One approach to control

protein crystallisation, e.g. of BLG, is through the addition of multivalent salts

[24, 25, 26, 27].30

Salt is a natural component in e.g. milk. In food processing, salt is an impor-

tant ingredient for preservation, stabilisation, and �avour enhancement [28, 29].

BLG is known to naturally bind calcium (Ca2+) [30], which can induce a vari-

ety of phase behaviours e.g. salt-induced gelation of BLG based on hydrophobic

interactions [30], which �nds application in cosmetics [16]. Other multivalent35

salts, such as YCl3, NdCl3, CdCl2 and ZnCl2, can generate even stronger inter-

actions than Ca2+ and were found to induce a rich phase behaviour for BLG

featuring re-entrant condensation (RC), liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS)

and protein crystallisation [31, 24, 25, 26, 27, 32]. This illustrates the complexity

and variety of interactions guiding the BLG bulk phase behaviour of competing40

(electrostatic and hydrophobic) interactions.

Yet, not only the bulk interactions (protein-protein) have to be considered,

but also possible interactions with interfaces (protein-interface). The interac-

tions of proteins, such as BLG, with the steel or glass containers and other

components must be understood to allow sterile and contamination-free food45

processing. The cleaning and processing of these products are based on the idea

of desorption of proteins and anti-fouling surfaces [33, 34]. Certain interface

properties can be favoured, e.g charged membranes in �ltration systems have

been shown to allow better separation of proteins [35]. In this context, the
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interplay of bulk and adsorption properties is important to understand and to50

control.

This study, thus, focuses on BLG and the in�uence of di�erent anions (LaCl3

vs LaI3) and solvents (H2O, D2O) on its bulk phase behaviour via UV-vis spec-

troscopy, pH, and optical microscopy measurements. In order to test the �ne-

tuning of interactions [36], we use chloride (Cl−) and iodide (I−), which are55

both naturally occurring in the human body [37, 38] and critical for numerous

body functions [38, 39] in H2O and D2O. These solvents are highly relevant

for neutron scattering and vibrational spectroscopy [40, 41, 42]. New phase

diagrams of BLG are established in the presence of lanthanum (La3+) as the

multivalent cation. La3+ has a similar size to Ca2+ [43], but induces stronger60

interactions due to its higher valency [44]. Thus, La3+ o�ers a broader range of

applications by acting as a model cation to study calcium processes [45] or as a

calcium antagonist [46] in form of e.g. a neurotoxin [47].

In parallel with the bulk behaviour, its adsorption behaviour on a solid,

net negatively charged, hydrophilic surface (SiO2, mimicking glass) is investi-65

gated with neutron re�ectivity (NR), quartz-crystal microbalance with dissi-

pation (QCM-D), and attenuated total re�ectance Fourier-transform infra-red

spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR), which provides insight into the adsorbed layer thick-

ness (d), hydration, roughness, and secondary structure. The adsorption process

can be viewed as the primary stage of protein crystallisation, namely nucleation,70

at interfaces. This is part of an e�ort to gain a deeper understanding of protein-

protein and protein-surface interactions in the presence of multivalent ions. In

the following, a comparison between bovine serum albumin (BSA) (data from

Ref. 48) and BLG is given, illustrating fundamental similarities and di�erences

between the two proteins and how those a�ect their behaviours in bulk and at75

solid interfaces.
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

The materials used were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (now Merck), namely

BLG with a purity of ≥ 90 % (product No. L3908), LaCl3 with a purity of80

99.99 % (product No. 449830), LaI3 with a purity of 99.9 % (product No.

413674) and deuterium oxide (D2O) with a purity of 99.9 % (product no.

151882). For the bulk and adsorption measurements, we prepared salt stock

solutions with a concentration of 100 mM in degassed Milli-Q water or D2O,

as well as protein stock solutions. Most proteins containing aromatic amino85

acids show an absorbance maximum at 280 nm. Thus, the concentration of the

protein stock solution was determined by UV-vis absorbance spectrometer mea-

surements (Cary 50 UV-vis spectrometer, Varian Technologies, USA) scanning

from 200 to 400 nm and calculating the concentration from the absorbance with

the Beer-Lambert law. The extinction coe�cient of BLG is 0.96 ml/(mg·cm)90

(Tab. 3).

2.2. Bulk phase behaviour

The phase diagrams were determined at cp of 5, 20, 50, 80, and 100 mg/ml

with the respective salts and in the respective solvents. cs was varied from 0

to 60 mM. The bulk samples were prepared by mixing the proteins with sol-95

vent and afterwards adding the desired amount of salt. The phase diagrams

shown in Fig. 2 were determined by UV-vis transmittance measurements at low

cs(Fig. S2) [49] and visual inspection through the production of a dilution series

shown exemplarily in Fig. S1. The phase boundary at c∗ is de�ned by the onset

of turbidity correlated with a drop in transmittance. c∗∗ is determined by cal-100

culating the averaged value of the last turbid and the �rst completely re-cleared

solution, which can be better understood with the transmittance progression in

Fig. S2 and images of the samples in Fig. S1. Optical microscopy was used to

observe the two-step LLPS formation (Fig. 3).
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2.3. Adsorption measurements105

All adsorption measurements were performed in situ and the adsorption

time was set to 1 h, which was su�ciently close to equilibrium conditions. All

adsorption measurements were performed at cp(BLG) of 5 mg/ml and at cs of

0, 0.1, 0.8, and 5 mM in H2O and/or D2O.

2.3.1. QCM-D110

Quartz-crystal microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D) measurements were

performed with the Q-Sense Analyser of Biolin Scienti�c (Sweden) [50, 51, 52].

The measurements were conducted with the QSoft software and analysed with

the software Qtools of Biolin Scienti�c. SiO2-coated sensors (product No. QS-

QSX303) purchased from Quantum Design (Germany) were used as substrates.115

Through the use of the �ow cell in situ cleaning was facilitated with 2 % Hell-

manex, ethanol, and water. By inverting the �ow cell and thus placing the sub-

strate on top of the solution, sedimentation on the substrate could be avoided.

The data was analysed with the Voigt viscoelastic model since the dissipation

D was < 0 [53, 51]. The used �tting parameters for the data analysis can be120

found in Tab. S1.

At least three measurements per condition were performed to ensure repro-

ducibility, stability, and accuracy of the trends found. The error bars re�ect the

standard deviation of those individual measurements. The systematic errors are

substantially smaller than the statistical error.125

2.3.2. ATR-FTIR

The absorbance measurements were performed with the Thermo Nicolet iS50

Specac Gateway ATR insert and the software OMNIC was used for data collec-

tion [54]. The detection range was set to wave numbers from 1400 to 4000 cm−1,

yet, the area of interest was de�ned by the amide-I band (1600 to 1700 cm−1).130

The number of scans was set to 294, the resolution to 4, the gain to 1 and

the aperture to 8. The substrate used was a silicon block with a native oxide
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layer. Several background measurements were taken to account for the change

in environment over time (data not shown)(for more information see Ref. 48).

By performing ATR-FTIR measurements, the evanescent wave penetrates135

through the substrate into the bulk solution. To estimate the intensity and

contribution of the bulk proteins to the data collected, we �ushed the Si block

after adsorption with water to compare the signal of the irreversible adsorbed

proteins with the signal of the protein bulk solution (data not shown). Even

though this reduced the intensity, the overall shapes of the curves were the same,140

proving that the dominating signal came from the interface and that the protein

structure was stable.

2.3.3. NR

Specular neutron re�ectometry (NR) measurements were carried out using

the PolRef time-of-�ight re�ectometer at the ISIS spallation source, Rutherford145

Appleton Laboratory (Oxfordshire, UK). A broad band neutron beam with

wavelengths from 1 to 12 Å was used. The re�ected intensity is measured

as a function of the momentum transfer, Qz (Qz = (4π sin θ)/λ, where λ is

wavelength and θ is the incident angle). The collimated neutron beam was

re�ected from the silicon�liquid interface at di�erent glancing angles of θ =150

0.6, 1.2 and 2.3◦ in order to cover the desired Q-range.

Prior to use, the Si/SiO2 substrates were cleaned in piranha solution 5:4:1

(H2O/H2SO4/H2O2) and afterwards put for 10 min under UV-C light for ozone

cleaning. Purpose-built liquid �ow cells for analysis of the silicon�liquid inter-

face (50 x 80 mm Si/SiO2 substrate) were placed on top of a variable angle155

sample stage in the NR instrument and the inlet to the liquid cell was con-

nected to a liquid chromatography pump (JASCO PU-4180), which allowed the

automated exchange of the solution isotopic contrast within the (3 ml volume)

solid�liquid sample cell. For each solution contrast change, a total of 10 ml

solution (BLG/salt/H2O or BLG/salt/D2O) was pumped through the cell at a160

speed of 1.5 ml/min.

First, the salt/protein mixture in D2O was pumped into the cell and after
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20 min of equilibration the �rst neutron re�ectivity measurement was started.

We made use of the solvent contrast e�ect by exchanging D2O with H2O. After

roughly 1 h, the cell was �ushed with pure water to estimate the amount of165

irreversibly adsorbed proteins.

2.3.4. NR data analysis

Neutron data were analysed using the RasCAL2019 software package [55],

which employs an optical matrix formalism (described in detail by Born and

Wolf [56]) to �t layer models representing the interfacial out-of-plane structure.170

In this approach, the interface is described as a series of slabs, each of which is

characterised by its scattering length density (SLD), thickness, and roughness.

Interfacial roughness was implemented in terms of an error function according

to the approach by Nevot and Croce [57], but re-sampled in RasCAL in terms of

thin slabs with zero roughness, thus allowing roughnesses, which are of the order175

of the layer thickness. The re�ectivity for an initial model based on known sam-

ple parameters, such as substrate, its oxide layer, and the solvent was calculated

and compared with the experimental data. A least squares minimisation was

used to adjust the �t parameters to reduce the di�erences between the model

re�ectivity and the data. In all cases, the simplest possible model (i.e. least180

number of layers), which adequately described the data, was selected. Error

analysis of the �tted parameters was carried out using Rascal's Bayesian er-

ror algorithm [58]. The resulting plots contain �ts and corresponding real space

structure of the sample layer system, as well as 95 % con�dence intervals (shown

as shaded regions).185

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Bulk phase behaviour

We investigate two salts, lanthanum chloride (LaCl3) and lanthanum iodide

(LaI3), and their in�uences on the phase behaviour of BLG in H2O and D2O in

Fig. 2a,b. Both salts in either solvent exhibit the same general trend showing190

three regimes with boundaries at the salt concentrations c∗ and c∗∗.
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3.1.1. Phase diagrams

The general trend of the phase diagrams shown in Fig. 2 can be rationalised

as follows. BLG is net negatively charged (-10 e) at neutral pH [59, 26]. This

means that, without the addition of salt, repulsive forces are dominating and the195

samples of regime I are clear (see Fig. S1). The �rst phase boundary, de�ned

by the speci�c salt concentration c∗, is reached, when the dominant interac-

tions convert from repulsive to attractive due to multivalent cation binding and

bridging [60, 61, 24]. Through the increase in salt concentration (cs), protein

aggregates start to form in regime II, which cause the solution to become turbid200

shown in Fig. S1. This can be observed and quanti�ed either visually or by

light transmittance measurements [49]. If cs is further increased, the proteins

undergo charge inversion from initially net negatively to net positively charged,

resulting in a decrease in attractive forces and the break-up of protein aggre-

gates (clear solution in regime III, Fig. S1). This behaviour is called re-entrant205

condensation (RC) and is de�ned by another boundary at c∗∗. In the present

investigation, all samples in regime II and around the phase boundaries initially

form aggregates and over time undergo liquid-liquid phase separation into a di-

lute and a dense liquid phase. Unlike other proteins such as BSA, BLG initiates

LLPS in a two-step process (Fig. 3) meaning �rst aggregates are formed and in a210

second step the system very slowly reorganises into a phase-separated solution.

This behaviour is also found for other multivalent salts such as YCl3 in com-

bination with BLG [24]. In comparison with the phase diagram of BLG/YCl3,

the lanthanum salts induce a narrower regime II, which indicates weaker at-

tractive forces induced by lanthanum (La3+) being consistent with trends found215

for other globular proteins such as BSA [62, 63]. This can be rationalised to

some degree with di�erences in surface charge density and polarisibility of the

individual cations [62, 63].

3.1.2. Bulk conditions for adsorption study

Our protein concentration of interest for the adsorption study is set to 5220

mg/ml, which is high enough to observe the complete rich phase behaviour
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Figure 2: Phase diagrams. Phase behaviour of BLG (a) with LaCl3 and (b) with LaI3 in

H2O (triangles) and D2O (circles), respectively. The solid markers de�ne c∗, which separates

regime I from regime II. The hollow markers de�ne c∗∗, which separates regime II from regime

III. The phase diagrams are nearly identical when comparing the di�erent lanthanum salts

and solvents. Note that the shift in phase boundaries with LaCl3 between H2O and D2O

might be introduced due to stock solution variations and fall within the statistical error of the

measurements.

Figure 3: Two-step liquid-liquid phase separation. Microscopy images of a sample containing

20 mg/ml BLG and 2 mM LaI3 in H2O. (a) Aggregation directly after preparation. (b) LLPS

into a dilute and a dense phase after 1 h.
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Table 1: Phase boundaries. This list contains the salt concentrations corresponding to the

determined phase boundaries, c∗ and c∗∗, of BLG at 5 mg/ml with LaCl3 and LaI3 in H2O

and D2O by UV-vis transmittance measurements as shown in Fig. S2.

LaCl3 LaI3

Solvent c∗ (mM) c∗∗ (mM) c∗ (mM) c∗∗ (mM)

H2O 0.3 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.2

D2O 0.3 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.2

and to be physiologically relevant, but low enough to minimise the bulk signal,

and thus, bulk scattering in the neutron re�ectivity measurements. The phase

behaviour at cp = 5 mg/ml is illustrated in Fig. S2, which shows the measured

transmittance runs via UV-vis spectroscopy since the determination of c∗ and225

c∗∗ by visual inspection at this protein concentration is not su�ciently precise.

The determined values of c∗ and c∗∗ from Fig. S2 are listed in Tab. 1 (for more

information see the Experimental section). The phase diagrams of BLG, as well

as the transmittance measurements, with the individual salts and solvents in

Figs. 2 and S2 are quite similar to each other, yet small di�erences in trends can230

be seen. For LaI3, the phase boundaries occur at slightly higher cs compared to

LaCl3. The same can be observed for H2O compared to D2O. These di�erences

are within the statistical error of the measurements at 5 mg/ml. Note that pH

can be excluded as a dominant driving force of the phase behaviour, see Fig. S3

[64].235

3.1.3. Isotope e�ect in the bulk

Importantly, the known isotope e�ect of BSA [65], meaning signi�cantly

stronger attractive intermolecular forces in D2O compared to H2O and thus a

strong shift in phase boundaries, is not observed for BLG. This is important to

mention since this means there are fundamental di�erences between BSA and240

BLG, despite both belonging to the group of net negatively charged globular

proteins, than we are currently aware of (for more information see Section III.).
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As a consequence, in the case of BLG, we can make use of the solvent contrast

for the neutron re�ectivity measurements since the di�erence in phase behaviour

is marginal between the two solvents (more details can be found in Section II.1).245

The absence of the isotope e�ect in BLG may be rationalised by its secondary

structure and amino acid sequence. It was found that β-sheets show little to no

isotope substitution, thus no signi�cant isotope e�ect, whereas α-helices con-

tribute strongly to the isotope e�ect [66]. The helix formation substantially

bene�ts, if a hydrophobic side chain is buried against the side of the helix since250

it facilitates structural stability [67], which illustrates the correlation between

hydrophobic interactions and the presence of α-helices. Hydrophobic interac-

tions are enhanced in D2O due to burying of hydrophobic groups leading to a

stronger protein stability in D2O, [68, 69, 70, 71] and thus the combination of

hydrophobic interactions and α-helices bene�t the occurrence of a strong iso-255

tope e�ect. Hence, a protein such as BSA being more hydrophobic than BLG

(see Tab. 3) [72], as well as consisting predominantly of α-helices is showing

a strong isotope e�ect, whereas for BLG, the combination of fewer α-helices

(15 %) and fewer hydrophobic interactions, as well as a strong contribution of

β-sheets could explain the absence of a signi�cant isotope e�ect.260

3.1.4. Anion e�ect in the bulk

From the literature, it is clear that BLG binds only a few small anions such

as chloride [73, 74]. The ability to bind small anions can be expressed in form of

the binding index
∑

(NH+)/[
∑

(COO−) −
∑

(OH)], which is 4.6 for BLG, but

29 for BSA in comparison [75]. This is supported by Longsworth et al. [76], who265

found anion binding lower by a factor of 2 for chloride and iodide to BLG, yet

the number of bound anions is higher for I− than for Cl−. In this context, it is

useful to consider the conformation and structure of BLG. The number of free

cationic vs. anionic side chains in BLG is 48 (12.9 %) to 64 (17.9 %) [77], which

illustrates the protein's stronger tendency to bind cations such as Ca2+. In270

fact, BLG binds twice as many Ca2+ compared to BSA [78]. In addition, BLG

tends to bind preferentially hydrophobic molecules via hydrophobic interactions
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[79, 9, 80, 81]. This is further supported by the absence of �xed anions in the

protein's crystal structure [24]. Thus, we can assume that little to no anions

bind to BLG, which supports the anion-independent phase behaviour observed275

in Fig. 2 and S2.

3.2. Protein adsorption

In this section, the adsorption behaviour of BLG (cp = 5 mg/ml) at the solid-

liquid interface is presented. For the characterisation of the adsorption layer,

we use QCM-D, infra-red spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) and neutron re�ectivity280

(NR). Through the use of these complementary methods, we are able to gather

information on the thickness, density, and hydration of the adsorption layer, as

well as general trends introduced by the di�erent bulk regimes. SiO2 is used

as the substrate material, which mimics a glass surface and is net negatively

charged and hydrophilic [82, 83].285

3.2.1. Layer morphology and adsorption kinetics

Protein adsorption at the solid-liquid interface (SiO2) is measured in real-

time in a �ow cell using a quartz-crystal microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D)

and neutron re�ectivity (NR). QCM-D allows to obtain insight into the adsorbed

thickness d including the trapped water within in the layer and its viscoelastic290

properties [84, 85, 86, 87]. In addition, NR measurements at the solid-liquid

interface are performed to provide information about the entire z-dependent

density pro�le, i.e. thickness, density, roughness, hydration, and morphology

of the adsorption layer. Fig. 6 shows an overview of the re�ectivity curves of

adsorbed BLG at di�erent salt concentrations and salt types in D2O.295

3.2.1.1. QCM-D measurements

From the raw QCM-D data, which consists of the measured frequency F

and dissipation D, one can deduce general trends and behaviours. Exemplary

data is shown in Fig. 4 and S4 for BLG with LaCl3 and LaI3 in H2O and D2O,

respectively. The weakest adsorption (smallest ∆F ) is measured without salt300

and the strongest adsorption occurs in regime II (highest ∆F ) at 0.8 mM for
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Figure 4: Raw QCM-D adsorption data. Frequency (blue) and dissipation (red) of the 9th

overtone of BLG at 5 mg/ml in H2O without salt, in regime I at 0.1 mM cs, in regime II

at 0.8 mM cs and in regime III at 5 mM cs adsorbed on a SiO2-coated sensor in (a) with

LaCl3 and (b) LaI3. The measurements are calibrated and started with the cell �lled with

H2O and after a few minutes the salt/water mixture is pumped into the cell inducing protein

adsorption. After roughly 1 h, the cell is �ushed with H2O to check for the reversibility of

protein adsorption. Note that spikes in the raw data are induced by turning the pump on and

o� for solution exchange.
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both salts and solvents. The change in D varies from 1 ×10−6 to 4 ×10−6.

Since D is a measure for the viscoelastic properties, one can conclude that the

protein layer formation is rather dense and sti� compared to e.g. BSA adsorbed

on an interface [88, 89]. Upon rinsing, only in regime II, a signi�cant amount305

of protein is �ushed from the surface. Under all other conditions, most of the

adsorption is irreversible, which implies strong protein-surface interactions. The

adsorption process occurred on a time scale of seconds (which is not measurable

by NR), except in regime II, where the layer continues to grow even after 1 h

(Fig. 8).310

By applying the viscoelastic Kelvin-Voigt model [51, 90, 91], the averaged

adsorbed protein layer thickness d over a cross-section of the substrate is calcu-

lated (details in the Experimental Methods) and shown in Fig. 5. Without salt,

very little adsorption is observed (dLaCl3 = 1.8 ± 0.9 nm) in Fig. 5a. Adding

trivalent salt causes an enhancement in adsorption. At cs = 0.1 mM (regime315

I), a slight increase of dLaCl3 = 6.9 ± 2.6 nm can be seen in H2O. By further

increasing cs to 0.8 mM (regime II), thus crossing the �rst bulk phase boundary,

strongly enhanced adsorption (dLaCl3 = 60.1 ± 11.2 nm) is observed. This is in

good agreement with enhanced adsorption found for BSA with multivalent ions

[89]. This adsorption trend can be explained with the ion-activated-attractive320

protein adsorption model established in this context [88]. In a previous publi-

cation [89], we established that this enhanced adsorption is actually a wetting

transition, i.e. the divergent layer represents a wetting layer, triggered by bulk

instability due to LLPS formation. From the bulk phase behaviour, we know

that BLG also undergoes LLPS formation in a two-step process at the con-325

ditions studied, which gives rise to strongly increased adsorption i.e. wetting

layer illustrated in Fig. 4. At high cs (5 mM, regime III), dLaCl3 decreases to

11.6 ± 3.3 nm showing re-entrant adsorption probably caused by an overcharg-

ing e�ect of the substrate at high cs, which leads to stronger interface-protein

repulsion.330

For both salts in Fig. 5a, the adsorption curves lie within the error bars on top

of each other, meaning the di�erent anions (Cl− vs I−) do not cause considerable
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Figure 5: Solid-liquid BLG adsorption. Adsorbed layer thickness d calculated with a vis-

coelastic model from the QCM-D data for 5 mg/ml BLG on SiO2 at room temperature. (a)

In�uence of anion type on BLG adsorption with LaCl3 (blue) and LaI3 (orange) in H2O. (b)

In�uence of solvent type on BLG adsorption in the presence of LaCl3 in D2O (grey) and H2O

(blue). The solid markers are samples in the salt/protein mixtures and the hollow markers

label the samples after �ushing the cell with H2O to check the reversibility of the adsorption

process. The dashed lines are a guide to the eye.
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Table 2: Fitting results of NR re�ectivity data of BLG at 5 mg/ml with LaCl3 and LaI3.

dNR de�nes the adsorbed protein layer thickness, σ de�nes the layer roughness. Sub- and

superscript values are parameter limits at the 95 % con�dence interval (CI). Data and �ts

with Bayesian error analysis are shown in the Supporting Material (Figs. S5 and S6).

LaCl3 (± 95 % CI) LaI3 (± 95 % CI)

cs dNR (Å) σ (Å) Hydr. (%) dNR (Å) σ (Å) Hydr.(%)

no salt 28 45
1 14 22

9 91 99
79 28 45

1 14 22
9 91 99

79

0.1 mM (I) 38 45
31 9 14

3 49 70
35 39 48

31 12 18
3 51 70

37

0.8 mM (II) 281 312
254 79 98

58 47 53
40 257 288

234 74 91
41 53 59

46

5 mM (III) 61 69
52 16 25

10 36 59
16 65 72

58 16 25
11 35 56

14

changes. This is in accordance with their similar protein bulk phase behaviour

for BLG shown in Fig. 10 (note that these e�ects are completely di�erent for

BSA [63, 48]).335

Concerning the isotope e�ect (solvent exchange), the raw data can be found

in Fig. S4 and the analysed data is shown in Fig. 5b. The D2O data of LaCl3

follows the same trend as the H2O data with little adsorption in regime I,

enhanced adsorption in regime II and re-entrant adsorption in regime III. Yet

in regime II, a solvent e�ect is observed, which was not present in the bulk340

behaviour. Here, adsorption was decreased by a factor of ≈ 2 for D2O. In

regime II, the dominant interactions are attractive. One explanation could

be that deuterium introduces stronger deuterium bonds than hydrogen bonds

[92], which leads to stronger solvent-solvent interactions in D2O, as well as

stronger solvent-protein interactions [68], which diminish (or compete with)345

the attractive protein-surface interactions. In addition, the protein stability

and rigidity in D2O [69] may hinder excessive adsorption and rather keeps the

proteins stable in the bulk solution. Nevertheless, the di�erences in regime I

and III are marginal, and so solvent contrast techniques could be used for NR.

3.2.1.2. NR measurements350

The NR measurements (Fig. 6) are in good agreement with the QCM-D and

ATR-FTIR data (cf. Section II.2). By applying a one-layer model, we could
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�t the SLD of our sample in Fig. 6, from which it is possible to extract the

adsorbed protein layer thickness dNR, and additional structural features such as

the adsorption layer roughness σ and the hydration of the adsorbed layer. All355

extracted parameters and their 95 % con�dence intervals are listed in Tab. 2.

BLG is a rather small protein (RH = 2.35 nm) and has a high charge density,

which leads to strong repulsive forces. Thus, without salt, the NR �ts show a

highly hydrated (low volume fraction) protein layer with a thickness of 28 Å

and a hydration of 91 %. At low cs, a small bump is visible at Qz = 0.1 Å−1,360

indicating the formation of a distinct and denser layer of 38 Å with a hydration

of 49 %. In both cases (no salt and 0.1 mM), a two-layer model was also tested,

but discarded, since the error analysis did not justify the assumption of two

distinct layers. Thus, in regime I, BLG forms (less than) a monolayer, the

density (or volume fraction) of which increases, as salt is added. The roughness365

of the layer at 0.1 mM salt concentration is 12 Å, which indicates a rather

ordered layer.

Figure 6: Neutron re�ectivity data in D2O (insets) and derived scattering length density (real

space) pro�les of 5 mg/ml BSA adsorbed to SiO2 in the presence of (a) LaCl3 and (b) LaI3.

Note that the H2O re�ectivity curves are not shown for better clarity, but can be found in

the Supporting Material (Figs. S5 and S6).

In regime II, enhanced adsorption is observable (see Fig. 7 and 8). For regime

II, the best �ts of the NR data yield a two-layer con�guration, with the �rst layer

being 281 Å thick with a lower hydration of 47 %, and a second, much sparser370
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layer having a thickness of 98 Å with a hydration of 92 %. The roughness

of the �rst layer is rather high (47 Å), suggesting a much more disordered

layer, possibly caused by the adsorption of aggregates from solution, rather

than growth arising from adsorption of individual proteins, which is consistent

with a wetting transition [89] and the consequential morphology change. It is375

interesting to note that the hydration of the �rst layer does not suggest any

signi�cant denaturation of protein at the interface, which is also in agreement

with the ATR-FTIR analysis (shown in the next Section II.2). In agreement

with ellipsometry and ATR-FTIR, we detect re-entrant adsorption and diverging

thickness in regime II.380

In absolute numbers, the overall trend is very clear. There was nearly no

di�erence between protein adsorption in the presence of LaCl3 and LaI3. The

thicker the adsorption layer becomes, the rougher it becomes, while the hydra-

tion is around 50 % for regimes I and II, but drops to about 35 % in regime III

(with larger error bars). This reduced hydration is below that of a minimally sol-385

vated protein layer and potentially suggests some denaturation. This, however,

was a small e�ect and could not be con�rmed in the ATR measurements.

A hydration of around 50 % indicates that the protein layer is densely packed.

This might be rationalised with BLG naturally occurring as a dimer [93], as

well as its ability to crystallise. Su�ciently close proximity between proteins is390

required to start the nucleation process.

In order to assess the accuracy and precision of the created �tting model,

we performed a Bayesian error analysis. The error intervals given in Tab. 2 are

obtained from this analysis and denote 95 % con�dence intervals. An example

is shown in Fig. 7 of 5 mg/ml BLG with no salt and 0.1 mM LaCl3. The395

shaded areas depict the possible �t and real space pro�le ranges within the

95 % con�dence interval. Although the 95 % con�dence interval is broader than

usual, the adsorption trend and structural changes can be clearly determined.

Here, one can see the bene�t of using the solvent contrast of D2O and H2O

due to the di�erent shape of the re�ectivity curve and D2O having a critical400

edge. This is based on their di�erent SLDs and allows tailored data analysis.
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Figure 7: Bayesian Error Analysis. Fit quality of model showing 95 % con�dence intervals

(shaded regions) of (a) the generated re�ectivity curves and (b) the resulting scattering length

density pro�les. The data shown is collected with a sample of BLG at 5 mg/ml without salt

(blue and red, dashed) as a reference and regime I, i.e. 0.1 mM LaCl3, (yellow and purple,

solid), in D2O and H2O, respectively.

Note that the QCM-D data shows reduced protein adsorption in regime II in

D2O compared to H2O, which should be kept in mind, when looking at the NR

measurements in regime II, in which the re�ectivity curves in D2O and H2O

are assumed to resemble identical samples. Yet, due to the strongly enhanced405

adsorption in both solvents compared to the other regimes does not detract from

the overall adsorption trend.

Based on the QCM-D results, which show a continuing growth in regime II

even after more than 1 h (Fig. 4), we followed the adsorption kinetics of the

LaCl3 sample in regime II for more than 2 h (Fig. 8). We observe an enhanced410

and growing adsorption layer of almost constant density and increasing rough-

ness. As can be seen, the data in D2O shows a fringe and peak at relatively low

Q, corresponding to a layer thickness of approximately 200 Å. After 2 to 3 h, the

layer thickness increases up to approximately 300 Å. This is consistent with pre-

vious �ndings in BSA showing a wetting transition at the interface for samples415
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Figure 8: Wetting layer growth in regime II. Time-dependent re�ectivity curves of 5 mg/ml

BLG at 0.8 mM LaCl3 in D2O. The adsorption layer continuously kept on growing in thickness

and in density (red after injection, blue after 2 h).

in the LLPS regime [89] and emphasising its universality.

3.2.2. Layer stability via ATR-FTIR

Attenuated total re�ection Fourier-transform-infra-red spectroscopy (ATR-

FTIR) is used to study the layer stability and structural arrangement after

protein adsorption on the solid-liquid SiO2 interface. IR absorbance measure-420

ments are able to provide insight into the secondary structure, which can be

inferred from the amide-I band at 1600 to 1700 cm−1. In Fig. 9, the ATR-FTIR

spectra of BLG with di�erent concentrations of LaCl3 and LaI3 are plotted in

H2O. The peak maxima at 1632 cm−1 correlate with the presence of β-sheets,

which make up 54 % of the BLG structure [94, 95]. We can thus conclude that425

the main protein structure seems to be largely intact and is not a�ected by the

addition of multivalent salts or adsorption to a solid interface.

The LaCl3 and LaI3 data in Fig. 9 show the same intensities in absorbance

and curve shapes in the individual regimes. No salt-dependent structural changes

can be found. Another interesting observation is the change in absorbance over430
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Figure 9: Interfacial structure stability of BLG. ATR-FTIR absorbance measurements of BLG

at 5 mg/ml in H2O with (a) LaCl3 and (b) LaI3 at di�erent cs adsorbed on SiO2 are presented.

The shapes of the curves are similar to each other under all conditions meaning the same intact

protein structure can be assumed.

the di�erent regimes, which does directly correlate with the amount of proteins

adsorbed to the interface. Again, re-entrant adsorption (red curve) and en-

hanced adsorption (black curve) in regime II can be observed, which re�ect the

�ndings of the QCM-D data in Fig. 5a and the NR data in Tab. 2.

3.3. Discussion of di�erences between BSA and BLG435

This investigation provides insight into the dependence of BLG on di�erent

parameters, which guide its bulk phase behaviour and adsorption behaviour. In

order to understand better what is protein-speci�c, we compare BLG to BSA,

which is the most commonly used protein. In this section, we summarise and

discuss certain protein-speci�c behaviours found (Tab. 4) and try to relate those440

to speci�c protein properties listed in Tab. 3. We note, though, that of course

the resulting behaviour is always the result of a complex interplay of several

factors, so that typically there is no simple correspondence between a certain

e�ect and only one parameter.
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Table 3: Protein properties. Relevant parameters, which in�uence the possible interactions of

BSA and BLG.

Parameter BLG BSA

Hydrodynamic radius at pH=7 [96, 97] RH (nm) 2.35 3.5

Molecular weight (monomer) [98, 97] Mw (kDa) 18.3 66

Isoelectric point [59, 99] 5.2 4.6

Net charge at pH=7 [59, 99] (e−) -10 -10

Gibbs free energy of transfer from water [72] ∆G (kcal/mol) -1.7 -5.1

Extinction coe�cient [100] ε279 nm
1 g/L (ml/(mg·cm)) 0.96 0.667

Anion binding index [75]
∑

(NH+)/[
∑

(COO−)−
∑

(OH)] 4.6 29

Secondary structure [95, 101] α ∼ 15% α ∼ 66%

β ∼ 54% β ∼ 21%

Natural con�guration at pH=7 [32, 102] dimer monomer

First, we focus on similarities and di�erences in the bulk phase behaviour of445

BSA and BLG:

• Role of cations. Our group investigated two multivalent cations, La3+

and Y3+, and their role on the BSA and BLG phase behaviour. In a

previous publication, Matsarskaia et al. [62] established the in�uence of

La3+, Y3+, and Ho3+ on the BSA phase behaviour and Zhang et al. [24] on450

the phase behaviour of BLG with YCl3. Depending on the cation size, thus

its surface charge density and polarisability, its in�uence on the dominant

bulk interactions can be estimated. The higher the surface charge density

of the cation, the stronger protein-protein forces are expected, but there

are also non-trivalent entropic contributions, which are di�cult to estimate455

[103, 104].

• Liquid-liquid phase separation. We �nd that LLPS forms in one step

for BSA and within two steps for BLG (�rst aggregates in Fig. 3a). LLPS

is temperature-driven. The di�erent behaviours are in�uenced by entropy
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and enthalpy of mixing and de-mixing [105], which results in a lower crit-460

ical solution temperature (LCST) for BSA [60] and an upper critical solu-

tion temperature (UCST) for BLG solutions under the conditions studied

[24]. The only exception is BSA with LaCl3, in which no LLPS was found

at our conditions studied. Here, the attractive forces are the weakest com-

pared to the other systems studied and do not become strong enough to465

form LLPS, which is also re�ected in the phase boundaries at lower cs.

• Role of solvent (isotope). We observe a strong isotope e�ect for BSA in

bulk solution, which was also shown in a previous investigation by Braun

et al. [93], and the absence of a signi�cant isotope e�ect for BLG illus-

trated in Fig. 2. The strength of solvent-solvent hydrogen bonds in D2O470

is increased compared to H2O [106], which leads to enhanced hydrophobic

interactions within the protein stabilising and sti�ening the protein struc-

ture [68, 69, 70, 71]. The hydrophobicity of a protein can be determined

and expressed in multiple ways [107, 108]. One way is the Gibbs free en-

ergy of transfer from water, which is a direct method and was determined475

for BSA and BLG by Pérez-Fuentes et al. [72] (see Tab. 3). According

to that, BSA is more hydrophobic than BLG [109, 110, 80, 111] meaning

BSA will feel a stronger impact of D2O. The hydrophobicity of a protein

depends on its amino acid sequence, as well as its secondary structure.

For α-helix formation, hydrophobic amino acids are essential, since those480

provide stabilisation to the structure [67]. Thus, the presence and gen-

eral nature of α-helices contributes to the hydrophobicity of a protein and

consequently to the amide isotope e�ect. In contrast, β-sheets show no

isotope substitution and consequently no isotope e�ect [66]. BLG belong-

ing to the protein class of all-β, therefore, will not undergo D/H isotope485

substitution for most of its structure compared to BSA belonging to the

class of all-α (see Tab. 3) [112]. Thus, the di�erence between a strong

isotope e�ect for BSA and its absence in BLG systems can be rationalised

with its secondary structure/amino acid sequence and hydrophobicity as
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Figure 10: Hydrophobicity and 3D structure of proteins. These protein images of (a) BLG

(PDB ID: 3PH6) [24] and (b) BSA (PDB ID: 4F5S) [113] are created with Mol* [114] on the

RCSB PDB website (rcsb.org). The di�erences in secondary structure (α-helices and β-sheets)

are prominent (see also Tab. 3) and the colour code illustrates the hydrophobicity of di�erent

amino acids based on the work of Wimley and White [115]. Note that for better clarity BLG

is illustrated only as a monomer.

illustrated in Fig. 10.490

• Role of anions. There seems to be a fundamental di�erence in the ability

to bind anions between BSA and BLG. We �nd that for BSA the anions

impacted the BSA bulk phase behaviour di�erently depending on the an-

ion type. The protein-salt interaction strength and contribution of anions

to the phase boundaries increases from Cl− < NO−
3 < I− [48], whereas for495

BLG all anions induce the same behaviour as shown in Fig. 2. The anion

behaviour with BSA is in good agreement with literature from Carr et al.

[116] and Longsworth et al. [76], which found that the number of anions

bound per mole protein increases from Cl− < Br− < NO−
3 < I− = CNS−.

Carr et al. [78] determined that 8 Cl− anions are bound to BSA at pH 5,500

but 12 I− ions. This e�ectiveness of speci�c binding of anions is similar

for BLG [76], but reduced by a factor of 2 according to Longsworth et

al. [76]. The parameter 'anion binding index' coined by Klotz et al. [75]

illustrates the protein's a�nity to bind anions. The anion binding index

is 29 for serum albumin and 4.6 for beta-lactoglobulin (Tab. 3). This is505
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further supported by Tanford et al. [74] and the number of chloride ions

bound by each protein. Chloride, in general, has a passive role [74, 73, 117]

and is also not traceable in the BLG crystal structure [118, 24]. A recent

study by Maier et al. [118] evaluated the surface coverage of cations on

proteins of protein crystals after cation binding (here: Y3+). In BLG,510

30 % of its surface is covered with cations in comparison to only 15 %

coverage for HSA meaning less space is available for anions to bind to

BLG. Another explanation for the stronger anion binding of BSA might

be the di�erence in binding mechanisms. BSA has a high a�nity for an-

ionic binding [119], whereas BLG prefers to bind hydrophobic molecules515

via hydrophobic interactions [79].

• Re-entrant condensation. Re-entrant condensation is driven by pro-

tein charge inversion and, beyond a certain concentration, consequently

decreasing the attractive protein-protein interactions, which cause the

cation-bridged protein clusters to break up [99]. In the presence of chloride520

salts, BSA and BLG undergo re-entrant condensation, as well as in the

presence of iodide salts for BLG (shown in Fig. 2). For BSA with iodide

salts, the samples stay in regime II upon increasing cs and do not redis-

solve, i.e. do not reach regime III (Fig. 1a,b of Ref. 48). In the systems

with chloride salts, chloride has a passive role [117] and thus cations have525

the dominant role. In the system of BLG with iodide salts, BLG has in gen-

eral a low anion binding a�nity [75, 76], thus providing the mechanism for

the occurrence of re-entrant condensation driven by multivalent cations.

This behaviour changes for BSA with iodide salts. Iodide has a promi-

nent role due to its protein stabilising role [120, 121], stronger binding to530

BSA [122], and a higher quantity bound to BSA [76, 116] than chloride.

Additionally, an interplay between hydrophobic and charged amino acids

improves anion binding to BSA [119, 123]. Thus, iodide induces stronger

attractive protein-protein interactions and might facilitate anion-mediated

protein cluster formation, which hinders re-entrant condensation.535
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Next, we focus on similarities and di�erences in protein adsorption of BSA

and BLG on negatively charged and hydrophilic SiO2:

• Role of cation and anions. The role of ions on the protein adsorption

behaviour is re�ected by its bulk properties. The stronger interactions an

ion induces in bulk, the stronger is its e�ect on protein adsorption, in the540

sense that it enhances adsorption on SiO2. One exception is BSA/YI3,

in which the combination of a strong cation with a strong anion seems to

hinder each other.

• Adsorption without salt. Numerous studies have shown that BLG

adsorption without salt is reduced compared to BSA [124, 125, 96], which545

is consistent with our �ndings. BLG has a smaller size (Tab. 3) and a

higher surface charge density, which (probably) induces stronger repulsion

in a system with negatively charge surfaces (proteins and substrate) and

thus limiting surface adsorption.

• Re-entrant adsorption. The non-monotonic behaviour in adsorption550

at high cs, i.e. decrease in adsorbed amount, can be observed for both

proteins (Fig. 5 and 6 and in Ref. 48) and all salts in either solvent.

Thus, we can conclude that it is related to the surface properties and not

only to the bulk behaviour e.g. re-entrant condensation, which is absent

for BSA with iodide salts in Ref. 48. Due to surface properties being555

hydrophilic and net negatively charged, anion binding is hindered and

solely the cations and solvent are interacting with the surface. In the

vicinity of the substrate (substrate and proteins are initially negatively

charged), local charge inversion due to multivalent cation binding (i.e.

stronger protein-interface repulsion) at high cs can be induced leading to560

re-entrant adsorption independent of the bulk properties.

• Enhanced adsorption/Wetting transition. In regime II, attractive

interactions dominate the system, which induces enhanced adsorption

compared to regime I and III in all systems studied (see Fig. 4 and
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Table 4: Protein phase and adsorption behaviour. Properties and e�ects of BLG and BSA

established in this work and previous studies of our group [48, 89, 88]. While the two proteins

can show either temperature dependency, LCST and UCST, depending on the position in the

phase diagram [126], they show the behaviour listed below under the conditions studied.

Protein behaviour BLG BSA

LLPS Two-step One-step

Re-entrant condensation
√ √

/ X

Crystallisation
√

X

Temperature dependency [127, 24, 60] UCST LCST

Isotope e�ect X
√

Anion e�ect X
√

Cation e�ect
√ √

Adsorption without salt
√ √

Re-entrant adsorption
√ √

Wetting transition
√ √

8). The maximum adsorbed amount d is limited by the strength of the565

cation/anion in the system and/or LLPS formation. In systems with

LLPS, we observe continuous adsorption of proteins and the formation

of a wetting layer at the bulk instability [89]. The general mechanism is

explained in Ref. 89. This wetting transition discussed in Ref. 88, 89, 48

appears to be general, yet, the morphology of this wetting layer di�ered570

for BSA and BLG. In BSA, the wetting layer was di�use with a high con-

tent of associated water trapped within [89] and in BLG, a densely packed

layer formation can be observed (only 50 % hydration in Tab. 2). This

di�erence could be speculated to be, under favourable conditions, the ba-

sis for the nucleation of protein crystals at interfaces in BLG systems and575

the absence of those in BSA systems, as well one has to bear in mind that

BLG in its natural state forms dimers at the given pH[93].
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4. Conclusions

In this study, we focus on the role of anions and solvents on the BLG be-

haviour in the bulk and at interfaces. We �nd that BLG is in�uenced less by580

the anion type or the solvent than BSA, which can be rationalised with its sec-

ondary structure (mainly β-sheets) and the properties of its amino acids and is

consistent with literature showing a decreased a�nity of BLG to bind anions

in general compared to BSA [75, 76]. All phase diagrams established show re-

entrant condensation and LLPS, which is induced by binding and bridging of585

multivalent cations. Through the addition of multivalent salts to the protein

solution, protein adsorption increased at the interface up to a critical cs, af-

ter which re-entrant adsorption occurred. The enhanced adsorption in regime

II has been previously established for BSA [89] and illustrates the universality

of a "wetting" transition at a bulk instability induced by LLPS formation. In590

addition, we �nd systematic di�erences between BSA and BLG and correlate

those to their speci�c structure and properties. In the future, the combination

of neutron and X-ray re�ectivity may pave the way to study the transition from

adsorption to crystallisation, i.e. nucleation at interfaces.
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Abstract

Experimental procedures and additional experimental data supporting the main

�ndings of this paper are explained in the following. The Supporting Material

are structured as follows:

Sections: S1 to S4

Pages: S1 to S8

Figures: S1 to S6

Table: S1

S1. Determination of the protein phase behaviour

The phase diagrams shown in Fig. 1 (main text) were predominately pro-

duced by visual inspection of dilution series. An example of a dilution series of

BLG with LaCl3 and LaI3 in H2O is given in Fig. S1.

At low cp (i.e. 5 mg/ml), the determination of the phase transition by visual

inspection was not precise enough and UV-vis transmittance measurements were

performed as shown in Fig. S2. The consequential determined values of c∗ and

c∗∗ are listed in Tab. 1 (main text).

S2. E�ect of pH on bulk behaviour

In order to assess and estimate the change in pH induced by the addition of

multivalent salts, pH measurements were conducted in Fig. S3 with the pH/Ion

meter S220 of Seven Compact series from Mettler Toledo (USA). The precision

of this method can be estimated to be around ± 0.1 considering deviations in

pipetting and electrode precision. Initially for both systems, the pH slightly

decreases due to the salt-induced water hydrolysis upon the addition of salts

[1], yet these changes do not correlate with the phase behaviour and can not

explain phenomena such as re-entrant condensation at high cs. Consequently,

pH can be excluded as the dominant force driving the bulk phase behaviour.

This is in good agreements with past pH measurements with BLG and other

globular, net negatively charged proteins [1].
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Figure S1: Phase transitions. Dilution series at 5 mg/ml BLG and at room temperature with

(a) LaCl3 and (b) LaI3 in H2O. The bottles are labelled with the respective cs in mM.

S3. QCM-D data of solvent exchange (H2O/D2O)

In Fig. S4, an example of an adsorption process of a sample containing

5 mg/ml BLG with LaCl3 in H2O and D2O is plotted. The raw data is analysed

with a viscoelastic model with the �tting parameters listed in Tab. S1 to extract

the adsorbed layer thickness d. The analysed data can be found in the main

text in Fig. 5.

S4. NR data

In Fig. S5, the Bayesian error analysis (con�dence interval of 95 %) of the

individual �tted re�ectivity curves and SLDs with 5 mg/ml BLG in D2O and

H2O in the presence of LaCl3 are shown and respectively for LaI3 shown in

Fig. S6. The extracted thicknesses, roughnesses and hydrations are listed in the

main text in Tab. 2.
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Figure S2: UV-vis transmittance measurements. The phase transitions at 5 mg/ml BLG with

LaCl3 (a) in H2O, (c) in D2O, and BLG with LaI3 (b) in H2O, (d) in D2O are depicted

dependent on its transmittance (λ = 400 - 800 nm). c∗ is de�ned as the cs, at which trans-

mittance starts to decrease. c∗∗ is de�ned as cs at which 50 % of transmittance is restored.

The absolute numbers are listed in Tab. 1.

Figure S3: Bulk pH measurements at 5 mg/ml BLG with (a) LaCl3 and (b) LaI3 in H2O at

room temperature. No salt-type-dependent di�erences in pH can be observed.
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Figure S4: Raw QCM-D data. Frequency (blue) and dissipation (red) of the 9th overtone of

BLG at 5 mg/ml with LaCl3 (a) in H2O and (b) D2O at 0, 0.1, 0.8, and 5 mM cs. These cs

cover the individual regimes. The measurements are calibrated and started in H2O. After a

few minutes, the salt/water mixture is pump into the cell inducing protein adsorption. After

roughly 1 h, the cell is �ushed with H2O to check for the reversibility of protein adsorption.

Note that spikes in the raw data are induced by turning the pump on and o� for solution

exchange.

Table S1: Material properties. Fitting constants for QCM-D data modelling [2, 3].

Material Density (g/L) Viscosity (kg/(m·s))

BLG in H2O (5 mg/ml) 998 0.00101

BLG in D2O (5 mg/ml) 1106 0.00125

BLG (powder) 1320 -

Adsorbed monolayer in H2O (1 ML) 1200 -

Adsorbed monolayer in D2O (1 ML) 1250 -
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Figure S5: Bayesian Error Analysis. Fit quality of model showing 95 % con�dence intervals

(shaded regions) of the generated re�ectivity curves (left) and the resulting scattering length

density pro�les (right). The data shown is BLG at 5 mg/ml without salt (blue and red,

dashed) as a reference and (a) in regime II (i.e. 0.8 mM LaCl3) and (b) in regime III (i.e.

5 mM LaCl3) (yellow and purple, solid) in D2O and H2O, respectively.
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Figure S6: Bayesian Error Analysis. Fit quality of model showing 95 % con�dence intervals

(shaded regions) of the generated re�ectivity curves (left) and the resulting scattering length

density pro�les (right). The data shown is BLG at 5 mg/ml without salt (blue and red,

dashed) as a reference and (a) in regime I (0.1 mM LaI3), (b) in regime II (i.e. 0.8 mM

LaI3) and (c) in regime III (i.e. 5 mM LaI3) (yellow and purple, solid) in H2O and D2O,

respectively.
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